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Associated to every compact 3-manifold M and positive integer b, there is a constant c(M, b) = c. Any collection 
{Fij of incompressible surfaces with Betti numbers b,F, < b for all i, none of which is a boundary parallel annulus 
or a boundary parallel disk, and no two of which are parallel, must have fewer than c members. Our estimate for 
c is exponential in b. This theorem is used to detect closed incompressible surfaces in the infinite cyclic covers of all 
non-fibered knot complements. In other terms, if the commutator subgroup of a knot group is locally free, then it is 
actually a finitely generated free group. Q 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS 
Kneser-Haken finiteness is a central property of 3-manifolds. It leads to prime factorization 
and hierarchies in many other directions. For a closed 3-manifold M, finiteness yields 
a constant c(M), so that if F1, . . . , F, are disjoint incompressible surfaces, then if n > c there 
are at least two Fi and Fj such that F,uFj co-bound a product (F x 1; F x - 1 = Fi, 
F x 1 = Fj) inside M. We say Fi and Fj are parallel. The problem is to find the most useful 
extensions when M has a boundary. Finiteness still holds if the {Fi} are taken to be 
&incompressible as well as incompressible. Sherman [S] corrected a misstatement in [2, 
Theorem III.241 by showing that finiteness fails without some assumption beyond: {Fi} 
incompressible. He also asked whether theorem of the following type might hold. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact 3-manifold with boundary and b an integer greater than 
zero. There is a constant c(M, b) so that if F1, . . . , Fk, k > c, is a collection of incompressible 
surfaces such that all the Betti numbers b,Fi < b, 1 < i < k, and no Fi, 1 < i < k, is a boundary 
parallel annulus or a boundary parallel disk, then at least two members Fi and Fj are parallel. 
The estimate of c, given in Section 2, is derived from an analysis of a combinatorial 
“chain reaction” on a graph. The authors would like to thank Richard Strong for his 
comments on and refinement of this proof. 
In the last 15 years much of the progress in 3-manifold theory has been tied to the 
systematic detection of closed incompressible surfaces. The methods have been (1) ideal 
representations and (2) planar surface combinatorics. (The reader is referred to [l] for 
a virtuoso display of both methods.) We will see that Theorem 1 is also a tool for detecting 
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closed incompressible surfaces-particularly in covering spaces. The next theorem charac- 
terizes non-compact irreducible 3-manifolds which are devoid of incompressible surfaces. 
We say a group is locally free if every finitely generated subgroup is free. Below we 
sketch a 2-complex whose obvious thickening (as drawn in W3) is a 3-manifold ti with n, 
locally free but not free. Also Ii? is clearly an infinite cyclic covering of a compact 3-manifold 
M = a/translation as shown in Fig. 1. 
By inspection, y lies in (r~,&?)~, i.e. in all finite (actually in all transcendental) stages of 
the lower central series. Compactness of the potential null homotopy implies y # e E rcrfi. 
This shows 7cifi $6 free group, since (Free)” = {e} [3]. Since i6? is easily seen to be 
exhausted by handle bodies, Theorem 2 shows that nisi? is locally free. 
THEOREM 2. Let N be an irreducible non-compact 3-manifold without boundary. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) N contains no closed incompressible surface. 
(2) N is exhausted by handle bodies, N = u,z 1 Hi, Hi c interior Hi+ 1. 
(3) x,(N) is locally free. 
Note: If N is non-orientable, a handle body means a 3-ball union, finitely many l-handles, 
where some may reverse orientation. 
Proof: (1) * (2): Exhaust N by compact submanifolds, N = Uz 1 Ci, Ci c interior 
Ci + 1. By (1) we may sequentially compress 8Ci until it becomes (aCi)‘> a disjoint union of 
2-spheres. By irreducibility the compact region bounded by these is a union of balls Bi. 
Whereas exterior compression increases the 3-manifold setwise, interior compressions 
decrease. Thus we do not have Ci c Bi. However, each interior compression can be reversed 
by restoring the dual l-handle. Note that the core of this l-handle may penetrate sub- 
sequent compression disks (transversely) at many points. Thus, each dual l-handle may, 
when restored, contribute many l-handles to the handle body, Hi = Bi u l-handles which 
contain Ci. Since N = lJ1?Y, Ci, also, N = U,zi Hi. 
(2) =P (3): Let G c 7~iN be any finitely generated subgroup and M + N the associated 
covering projection. Let K c M be a Scott core [4], i.e. a compact submanifold whose 
inclusion induces an isomorphism on 7~~. The composition K q M + N induces an 
injection on n1 which factors through Xl(Hi) for i sufficiently large making x1(K) + 71(Hi) 
an injection. But zl(Hi) is free, implying that its subgroup G z x1(K) g x1(M) is also 
free. 
(3) a(1): This is immediate in the orientable case, but a one-sided incompressible 
surface need not inject on n,. For the general case, first prove (3) a(2). As in the proof 
(1) * (2), aCi can always be continually compressed to spheres. This is because 8Ci and the 
surfaces derived by compression are all 2-sided. Again reversing the interior compression 
gives the exhaustion by handle bodies. An outermost arc argument, compare [7], shows 
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that no handle body, orientable or nonorientable, can contain a closed incompressible 
surface. 0 
A simple way to make a non-compact manifold ii? from a compact M is to take the 
infinite cyclic cover associated to a class 0 E H’(M;Z). 
THEOREM 3. Let M be a compact manifold with each boundary component either a torus or 
a Klein bottle. Suppose 0 E H’(M; 2) has a nontrivial restriction to each boundary component. 
Then either (1) the infinite cyclic cover is homeomorphic to a compact surface F x Reals, 
Me g F x [w, or (2) Me contains a closed 2-sided incompressible surface C c Me. Thus, 
xl(Me) locally free implies nl(MB) free. 
ProoJ If 8M = 8, then YZ may be taken to be inverse to a point of S’ under 0: M -+ S’. 
The interesting case is when dM # 0. In this case, let G be an incompressible surface dual 
to 8. Denote M cut along G by X and construct Me = UT=? o. Xi where Xi = X x i and the 
identifications along copies of G. Denote UT= _pXi ti X”, for p + q = n + 1. Clearly, MB 
may be exhausted as a nested union of X”, as n approaches infinity. The hypothesis on the 
restriction of 8 implies that all boundary components of Me are annuli. This means that 
8X” 1 double(G) and in particular is a fixed (independent of n) closed surface. Suppose all 
the X2” are homeomorphic to handle bodies, then they are homeomorphic to a fixed handle 
body H. (This, by Theorem 2, would be the locally free case.) If X g G x I, then we are in 
case 1. If X $ G x I, then X” = H contains n - 1 non-&parallel incompressible copies of G. 
By Theorem 1, H can contain no more than some constant c number of such surfaces before 
two distinct Gi and Gj must be parallel. But Gi parallel to Gj, i fj, also implies case 1. 
Consequently, if Me $ F x [w, then for some n, X” is not a handle body. Let C c X” be the 
maximal compression body for X”, 8+C = 8X” and 8-C c interior X”. Since 
C = d-C x Zul-handles, 8-C is incompressible in X”. Since the frontier of X” in MB 
consists of (two) incompressible copies of G, Van Kampen’s theorem shows that 8-C is also 
incompressible in Me. Setting C = 8-C we have case 2. 0 
COROLLARY 1. Let k: S’ 4 L be a smooth or PL knot in an integral homology 3-sphere. 
Either k is jibered, in which case the commutator subgroup [nl(L\k), nl(L\k)] is free or the 
infinite cyclic cover (L\k)’ (and sufficiently large jinite cyclic covers) contain a closed 
(nonboundary parallel) incompressible surface. In the latter case [n,(L\k), n(L\k)] contains 
a closed surface subgroup. 
Proof Stalling’s fibration theorem [6] shows that [xl(L\k), x(L\k)] free is equivalent 
to k being fibered. The result follows directly from Theorem 3. cl 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose y c S’ x D2 is a curve of homological degree = 1. Let jj c Iw x D2 
be the inverse image of y in the universal cover of R’ x D2. Unless y is isotopic to the core 
y=S’xOcS’ x D2, then [w’ x D’\v contains a closed incompressible surface C. 
Proof. If rrl(lR’ x D2\v) is free, then by computing homology rrl(R’ x D’\jj) z Z. 
Again, by Stalling fibration theorem, there is a fibration of S’ x D’\y, whose fiber F is 
a twice-punctured surface with boundaries pt. x i3D2 and a meridian to y. Filling in y we 
obtain a fibered structure on S’ x D2 showing that F is an annulus. It follows that y is 
isotopic to S’ x 0. If xl (R’ x D2\F) is not free, Theorems 2 and 3 imply that it is not even 
locally free, and, in fact, R’ x D”\v contains a closed incompressible surface C. 0 
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handle slide and 
Fig. 3. 
This paper had its origins in the attempt to locate a closed incompressible surface+ in 
(w’ x 02\i for the simplest nontrivial y. We picture 7 periodically as shown in Fig. 2. 
Denoting the union of n fundamental domains as shown above by X”, Corollary 3 tells 
us that for n large enough,* X” is not a handle body. Curiously, X’, X2, X3, and X4 are all 
handle bodies of genus = 3. That X4 is a handle body came as a surprise. 
Figure 3 reproduces Raymond Lickorish’s kind verification of this fact. Presumably X”, 
n 2 5, are not handle bodies. 
+ This problem in turn derives from a topological approach to the conjectures of Ahlfors and Marden on Kleinian 
groups, which will be the subject of a sequel. 
*The actual estimate, eq. (2.8), neglecting, as we may, the terms for one-sided and for d-parallel surfaces, and using 
c0 = 6 and b = 3, yields: X” is not a handle body for n > 2,270. Richard Stong has found and modeled additional 
constraints on the “chain reaction” which improve the bound in this case to 368. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
By deleting at most 6f2 many surfaces, we reduce to the case where Fr, . . . , Fk are all 
2-sided, where bf2 is the first Z2 Betti number of M. Henceforth, we assume this reduction 
has been made. Denote Fr, . . , Fk by {Fi) and consider a minimal length sequence of 
boundary compressions {Fi} L {Fij} so that the surfaces in the collection {F,} are a- 
incompressible as well as incompressible. In the collection {Fij} the first index indicates the 
parent surface Fi. By the lemma below, the second index j runs through at most 2b - 1 
values, since a surface of Betti number br 6 b can be cut sequentially by at most 2b - 1 
essential arcs. Essential means not &parallel. 
LEMMA 2.1. Each boundary compression in {Fi} + {Fij} eficts the collection of surfaces 
by cutting along an essential arc. 
Proof The argument is direct from the least length assumption. Consider the last 
inessential %compression. It can be omitted, since it is possible to redirect subsequent 
&compression along the disk (which demonstrates the %parallelism) into the modified 
complement. 0 
Set Go = {Fij} and G, = {Fi}. R eversing the boundary compressions we see collections 
of disjointly imbedded incompressible surfaces: 
G,, -+G, -‘G, + ... -‘G, (2.1) 
where the arrow indicates an evolution through an ambient a-connected sum which can be 
pictured as the addition of a tunnel as shown in Fig. 4. 
It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1, that in the above evolution Gi + Gi+ r, 
a disk component of Gi can only be tunneled to itself. 
We are interested in how the three-dimensional regions which are the components of 
M\Gi evolve and code this information as a sequence of labeled graphs 9i as follows. The 
closure of a component of M\Gi is a vertex; the set of vertices is {u>~. Each component of 
Gi yields an edge e joining the vertices (or vertex). 
The vertices of Yi, 0 6 i d n, are labeled N, n, P, or C. In g0 a vertex v is assigned an N if it 
is not a product region, unless all the components of v&M are annuli, in which case v is 
assigned the label n. If v is a homeomorphic to a product with [ - 1, l] (between two surfaces 
of G,), it is assigned a P. The label C is not used in Go but is a third possibility for nonproduct 
regions which, according to the rule given below, can preempt an N or n label in pi, 1 < i < m. 
The evolution Gi -+ Gi+ 1 is effected with a tunnel. On the surface level it attaches 
a single band to (1) a single circle of aGi, in which case we call the evolution a splitting, (2a) 
a pair of circles lying in the frontier of the same component of M\Gi. This is called a (self) 
gluing, or (2b) a pair of circles lying in the frontier of different components of M\Gi. This is 
called a (distinct) gluing. On the level of (closed) complementary regions, the evolution 
consists of adding a l-handle pair: 
[(D’ X(@ XD’),m’ X(D’ XD’));(D’ X(oXD’),a@ X(oXw))] c [M;dhf] 
to one v and deleting it from another adjacent v’. (It might happen that v = v’ if there is 
a loop edge in the graph.) A region v is called a cusp in the graph Yi, 1 < i < n, if it has 
evolved from a P-region by the addition of one or more l-handle pairs on one side (say the 
+side) of the original x [ - 1, I]-structure and the deletion of zero or more l-handle pairs 
from the -side of the product structure. A cusp region will often be a product. In fact, in the 
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context of the proof, Lemma 2.6 says this is so exactly when the number of attached and 
deleted handle pairs of the cusp of both gluing and splitting type are equal. In this case the 
cusp region is still labeled P; if it is not a product, it is labeled C, unless all the components 
of the intersection with aM are annuli, in which case the label is n. All other non-product 
regions we continue to label N or n. A refinement to the C label are two integral subscripts 
C AI, A,. The subscript Ag denotes the number of gluing (either type) l-handle pairs attached 
in forming C minus the number of gluing l-handle pairs deleted in forming C. Similarly A, is 
the difference between attached and deleted splitting-l-handles pairs. 
The upcoming lemmas will illuminate how the graphs of Yi evolve with 1. For now the 
reader should note that splittings and self-gluings do not change the topology of the graph 
but only the labeling. In contrast, a distinct gluing will identify two edges e’ and e” 
emanating from a vertex u into one. This will identify the opposite end points, u’ and Y”, of e’ 
and e”. (Note that u’ and 0” may or may not be distinct before the gluing). 
As a first objective, we show that surfaces which are &parallel can be removed from our 
discussion. From Waldhausen [7] we have: 
LEMMA 2.2. Any incompressible surface (G, aG) c (F x I, F x 1) contained in surface x in- 
terval with boundary in one end is boundary parallel. 
LEMMA 2.3. If F1, . . . , F,, is a collection of disjoint connected incompressible, boundary 
parallel surfaces in M, no two of which are parallel and none of which is a disk or annulus, then 
n < 5 )x(M) - SI + T + K + S + P, where T, K, S and P are the number of torus, Klein 
bottle, sphere and projective plane boundary components, respectively. 
Proof It is easy to check using Lemma 2.2, that for boundary components of negative 
Euler characteristic, a maximal such collection of F’s can be made as follows. Decompose 
aM into a union of pairs of points (21x(M) - SI in number) and annuli (31x(M) - Sl in 
number) joining the boundary components of the pairs of pants. The pairs of pants form the 
outermost a-parallel surfaces; adding a single annulus at a time and pushing the result 
deeper into the interior of M constructs such a maximal collection parallel to that 
component of the boundary. Torus, Klein bottle, sphere and projective plane boundary 
components contribute only themselves. 0 
By Lemma 2.3 there is no loss of generality in the proof of Theorem 1, if we assume no 
surface in {Fi} in the statement of the Theorem 1 is d-parallel. We do so. 
We have assumed that no Fi is a-parallel. This property is perpetuated by the least 
length sequence of a-compressions to {Fij). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (Fi} b e a collection of connected incompressible surfaces none of which are 
boundary parallel. A least length sequence of d-compressions {Fi} + {Fij} to a a-incompress- 
ible collection yields no d-parallel surfaces. Furthermore, no surface of GO, . . . , G, is &parallel. 
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ProoJ: Suppose F is not &parallel and that A compresses F into a connected, d-parallel 
F’. If A lies outside some &parallelism F’ x I, then F bounds a &parallelism = F’ x Iv 
l-handle, a contradiction. If A lies inside F’ x I, then, using Lemma 2.3, the incompressibil- 
ity of F is contradicted by the product disk d, “above” the tunnel in the product structure. 
Now suppose that a A compresses F into F’UF” and F’ is &parallel. If A is inside 
F’ x I, then (F”, 8F”) c (F’ x I, F’ x 0), F’ x 0 c ZM, and by Lemma 2.2 is also &parallel. 
Let y be any essential loop in F meeting A in two points and projecting under F’ x I + F’ to 
a simple arc. Such a loop also contradicts the incompressibility of F. The final case is 
F + F’u F” and A is outside F’ x I. Since F is non-d-parallel, F” is non-&parallel. Let 
XI, .‘. 3 mk be a sequence of arcs in F’ cutting F’ into a disk. If we assume inductively that F’ 
is the first &parallel surface created, we may invoke Lemma 2.2 to conclude that no other 
surface of our collection lies in F’ x 1. The %compression along A may be replaced by the 
sequence of &compressions along a1 x I, . . . , o(k x I (using the F’ x I product structure). We 
reach the surface F” from F with one less %compression without even forming a a-parallel 
surface. 
Boundary-compressing {Fi} preserves incompressibility, and the preceding paragraph 
shows that the “least length” assumption {E;;} + {Fij) precludes the introduction on any 
nonboundary parallel components during the d-compression. cl 
According to Jaco [Z, III.201 there is a constant co depending only on M (quadratic for 
general reducible or &reducible M’s in the number of 3-simplices) so that there is some 
maximum number k 6 co(M) of disjointly imbedded, nonparallel, non-&parallel, incom- 
pressible, and &incompressible surfaces, so that if any additional (nonboundary parallel, 
incompressible) surface is imbedded disjointly from the rest, then it must be parallel to one 
of its predecessors. This implies that the surfaces of Go can be reordered, so that after an 
initial at most c0 subset, further members of Go are parallel. Thus, the graph B0 is made 
from a graph with less than or equal to co edges by subdividing these edges repeatedly with 
bivalent P-labeled vertices. We may think, precisely, of g0 as having bounded complexity 
by defining the super-edges ( -edges) of Yi to be the equivalence classes of ordinary edges 
under the equivalence relation generated by e = e’, if e and e’ share a common P-labeled 
vertex. The labeled graph with no P-vertices and with super-edges i denoted by gi. We just 
noted that 4, has no more than co s-edges. 
In general, we regard a quantity as bounded if it only depends on M and b. Thus, g, has 
bounded complexity. On the other hand, by taking cardinality {Fi} large we can make the 
number of ordinary edges in %m arbitrarily large. Our task is to prove that, in contrast: 
g,,, has bounded complexity. This implies that the - equivalence relation on the edges of 9?m 
is nontrivial and therefore that some P-labeled vertex exists in 9,. 
The following two lemmas further this task by giving a criterion for restoring a P label to 
a vertex which formerly has been labeled C. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let (P,&P) E (Z x I, dC x I) be a product. Suppose l-handle pairs+ are 
attached at d+&-,P(8+&P = KZ x +l and d-&P = X3 x -1) to form (P’,&P’) and then 
l-handle pairs are deleted from (P’,d-&,P) to form (P”,&P”). If the boundary, subspace 
. a product &P” % 8-(&P”) x I, then there is a surface C” so that 
;z’, do P”) E (Z” x I, KS” x I). ( We use the notation a-(&P”) for the components of 8, P” 
having nontrivial intersection with d-a0 P.) 
‘When we say a l-handle pair is attached or deleted, we only indicate where the two-dimensional l-handle is 
attached/deleted. The three-dimensional l-handle is attached/deleted in a small product collar. 
a,p 
4p Product collar on a,, P” / 
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, Product collar on a, P 
heavy lines = hypothesized product structures 
c?~P = Kc?~P x I and i&P” = c’-iioP” x I 
Shadings represent product structures. 
Fig. 5. 
Proof: The proof is a routine exercise in corner straightening. Fig. 5 shows which 
corners must be straightened, and the shadings indicate the product structures which are 
available for the straightening process. 0 
LEMMA 2.6. IfCAI,a, is a cusp with A, = A, = 0, then CA,,A, is actually a product and may 
be relabeled as P. Also, Ag 3 0 and A8 + A, 3 0. 
Proof: Consider &Cb,,&,. It is built from a disjoint union of annuli A (a, of the original 
product vertex) by adding a gluing and b splitting bands to the top and deleting a’ gluing 
and b’ splitting bands from the bottom of A where a - a’ = A, and b - b’ = A,. Since a disk 
component of 3, CAs, A, is excluded by the incompressibility of Gi, an Euler characteristic 
count implies that the condition Ag + A, = 0 is equivalent o aOCAg,Ar being a disjoint union 
of annuli. The number of components of d+&, C4,,A, is #components A - a + b, while the 
number of components of a-&, Cb,,*, is #components A - a’ + b’, so the additional condition, 
A, = A,, is equivalent o &Cap,*, having a product structure running from the upper to 
lower boundary. This is the hypothesis required for Lemma 2.5, which then yields the 
desired product structure on CA,,&,. Writing 
&,C = (&,Pul - handles)\(collar 8-a,Pul-handles):= (X\X’ 
we have 
and 
a = genus X +( # components a-aoP - #components X) (2.2) 
a’ = genus X’ +( #components a-aoP - #components X’) (2.3) 
where genus of a disconnected surface is defined to be the sum of the genus over compo- 
nents. Since X’ c X, genus X’ < genus X, so Ag = a - a’ negative implies #components 
X’ < #components X. The components of X and X’ are both quotients of q,(a-&,P). 
Furthermore, the components of a-&P can only be joined in X’ if they are joined in X, 
thus: 
#components X’ 3 #components X (2.4) 
a contradiction. 
The final assertion Ag + AS 2 0 is immediate from an Euler characteristic ount. 0 
Note that cusps C,, _-f, t > 0, should, by our rules, be relabeled n. 
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From Lemma 2.5 we see why, in the definition of cusp, there was a careful segregation 
of the attachments and deletions. If this condition is dropped, there is no analogous 
extension of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, where two l-handle pairs 
have been added (one on the + and one on the - side), and two l-handle pairs have 
been deleted (again, one on the + and one on the - side) from 3 (punctured 
torus x [ - 1, 11). The inclusion of top and bottom into the middle are homology but not 
homotopy equivalencies. 
The next two lemmas describe constraints on tunnels effecting the evolution Gi -+ Gi+ r. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose the step Gi + Gi+ 1 consists of adding a tunnel through a component 
X of vnaM when v is a vertex of G. Then x(X) < 0. 
Proof We have already observed that incompressibility requires that x(X) < 0, i.e. X is 
not a disk. Suppose X is an annulus. The tunnel cannot connect the same boundary 
components to itself, since this leads to a compressible surface. Thus, the tunnel connects 
the two components of 8X. By the observation following Lemma 2.1, neither of the 
components of Gi containing these circles is a disk. (The “components” may in fact be one in 
number.) Hence, the result in Gi+i of banding is a surface C which is either a boundary- 
connected sum of two nondisk surfaces in Gi or a surface of Gi union a l-handle. In 
particular, C is never a disk. However, the circle which appears as boundary when X is cut 
along the tunnel bounds a disk in dM and is a boundary component of C. This contradicts 
incompressibility cl 
Let C be a cusp and &,C = CnaM. Using the product structure in the definition of 
cusp, we may divide a&, C = a+& C u a-&C into + and - pieces, This allows us to state 
a “cusp propagation” lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.8. Zf the step Gi + Gi+ , consists of adding a tunnel through 8, C, then both ends 
of the tunnel must lie in a-&C 
Proof We will show that the other two possibilities lead to compressibility in Gi+l. 
There are surfaces C+ and C- in Gi with XE+ = i3+&,C and ax- = d-&C. Again by the 
remark following Lemma 2.1, neither C+ nor Z:- is a disk. 
Let CI be the arc of the tunnel core. Suppose both endpoints of x lie in a+. Let P be the 
product region from which C is derived, so a,C = d,,Pul-handles\l-handles. Thus, 
01 c a,, C c (a, Pu l-handles) = Y. Similarly, a+ C = d+ Pu l-handles. Since d,,P is a dis- 
joint union of annuli, c1 is homotopic (rel. endpoints) in M to p c d+Pul-handles = d+C. 
Thus, tunneling along c( creates an essential but compressible loop crup on the resulting 
surface in Gi+ i. 
Now suppose one endpoint of c( lies in a+ and the other in a-. The argument is similar to 
the above. There is an arc p’ in a+Pu l-handles = a+C with a/? c aa+C so that clup’ is an 
arc from 88-C to ad+C which is homotopic in M to a product fiber y of P, y c &Pn&C. 
Again since neither d+C nor 8-C are disks (except in the completely degenerate case when 
they are the same disk) tunneling along CI creates a surface with an essential loop which is 
homotopically trivial in M. The loop in question is homotopic to the connected sum of 
&?+P and 88-P along y up’ (see Fig. 7). This contradicts the incompressibility of Gi+ i. 0 
The step Gi -+ Gi+ 1 transfers a l-handle pair h from a vertex u of 9i either to a single 
neighboring vertex (as in a splitting or a self-gluing) or to a pair of neighboring vertices (as in 
distinct gluing) and in that case coalesces these two vertices of 3i and two edges, joining 
them to v. In %i, vertices with N or n labels which are connected by an edge might exchange 
l-handle pairs, but this is of no concern to us, because it does not increase the total number 
of such labels. Instead, consider a nontrivial super-edge between two IV vertices. Less can 
happen if the edge is bounded by (N, n) or (n, n), because x(&n) = 0, so we do not treat these 
cases separately. We look at a string of P’s between two N’s as in Fig. 8. We are interested 
only in l-handle pairs added to (or joining two) P-labeled regions. 
The (left say) most P region P’ may grab l-handle pairs from the (left) N’ and become 
a C,‘,,,,, s1 2 O,sl + tI > 0. There are two similar cases: (1) some of the handles transferred 
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from N’ to P’ are distinct gluings, and (2) none are distinct gluings. The former case results 
in some indentifications in the graph 9. , + I as discussed in the final paragraph. For now we 
will do our combinatorics in the “pull-back graph” with all identifications caused by distinct 
gluings undone. Thus, only the labels - not the graph itself - are allowed to evolve. In this 
setting the two cases may be treated simultaneously. Provided s1 + t1 > 0, the second P2 
may grab handles from Ci,,t,. The result is that the two regions represented to the right of N’ 
become C,‘, _S2,1, -12 and Czzqt, subject to the constraint that s1 - s2,s2 3 0 and 
s1 + ti - (s2 + t2),(s2 + t2) > 0. Again if s2 + t2 > 0, P3 may be enlarged by l-handle pairs 
so that the first three regions become: Ci, _SI,t, -fZ, Cfz_S3,fZ_13, and Cz3,,,, again subject to 
the nonnegativity constraints of Lemma 2.6, and so on. By Lemma 2.8, at any step the cusps 
near the left end of the superedge may grab l-handle pairs only from the cusp to their 
immediate left and always subject o the constraints of Lemma 2.6. Similarly, l-handle pairs 
may be exchanged near the right end of the superedge . In the next paragraph, assume that 
the left and right ends of the superedge are still separated by P regions. 
It is crucial to note that the sum of all the subscripts near either end of e is bounded by 
the constraint B+ 2b - 1. In the final graph, this sum cannot be larger than the total 
number of boundary compressions attached to the surface separating an N-end of e to the 
adjacent P. (Compare with the remark immediately preceding Lemma 2.1.) We should think 
of this as giving a bound on the number of cusps that an N labeled vertex can send down 
any given superedge which meets it. As the example below suggests, the bound may be 
(easily) computed to be 2B. Figure 9 is a sample history of the C indices near N’ which 
illustrates for B = 2 how the maximum number, 2B = 4, of cusps can be generated subject 
to the nonnegativity constraints: 
N 0,O 0, 0 0,o 0,o 0, 0 0,o 0,o 
N 1,0 0, 0 0,O 0,O 0, 0 0,O 0,O 
N 2,0 0, 0 0,O 0,O 0, 0 0,O 0,O 
N 1,O 1, 0 0,o 0,o 0, 0 0,o 0,o 
N 1,0 0, 0 1,0 0,O 0, 0 0,O 0,O 
N 1,0 0, 0 0,o I,0 0, 0 0,0 0,0 time il 
N 0,O 1, 0 0,o l,o 0, 0 0,o 0,o 
N 0,O 1, 0 0,o 0,o 1, 0 0,o 0,o 
N 0,O 1, -1 0,l 0,O 1, 0 0,O 0,O 
N 0,O 1,-l 0,l 0,O 1,-l 0,l 0,O 
N 0,O 1,-l 0,l 0,O 1,-l 0,O 0,l 
Fig. 9. 
The maximum number of cusps (2B) can only occur as B (1, - 1) - cusps (which are 
relabeled n) and B (0,l) - cusps. 
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We have seen (Fig. 7) that if cusps traveling in opposite directions down a superedge 
e collide (that is, a region formerly labeled P now has l-handle pairs attached (or deleted) 
from both + and -sides), we must assume the worst case and label the region where the 
collision occurs with an N. Imagine a description modeled on scattering theory of elemen- 
tary particles. From the vertices of gO, particles ( =cusps) are emitted and travel down the 
s-edges of ZS,,. There is no sense in which a cusp can travel through an N-vertex, so we 
regard the particle as absorbed if it strikes an N. Particles may split and overtake each other 
in accordance with the nonnegativity constraints of Lemma 2.6, but these interactions 
produce only cusps, never a (capital) N. On the other hand, when two particles traveling in 
opposite directions collide, they come to a halt producing an N. This N in turn may radiate 
particles of the original type (cusps) down the two s-edges it joins, and this initiates a chain 
reaction or cascade in which collisions are creating new N’s, which radiate new cusps, which 
collide to create new N’s, . . . . Fortunately, the chain reaction is moderated by the bound 
B on the number of l-handles which can be attached to any one surface, which translates 
into the cumulative number of cusps which can travel past any given point of a superedge 
(see Fig. 10). 
Recall that our task is to bound the number of s-edges in ZJ,,,. To do this we study the 
formation of N and n labels on a single s-edge e of 9,,. If no (head-on) collisions of cusps 
occur, at most 48 non-product vertices can be formed along (what formerly was) the s-edge 
e. In the space-time diagrams below (Fig. 11) one can imagine the indices as a sort of 
bi-charge which must be conserved if a cusp decays into two cusps. (But where N-labels are 
abundant sources of bi-charge.) By splitting the cusp trajectories as shown in Fig. 11, one 
can reduce the combinatorics to the consideration of “formal” diagrams, where only three 
bi-charges on cusps (l,O), (0, l), and (1, - 1) occur, and transitions consistent with the 
inequalities of Lemma 2.6 are always permissible. Our (worst case) rules are sufficient o 
consistently update labels N, n, C *,,*,, and P on such formal diagrams as they evolve. These 
diagrams are formal in the sense that they may not represent he evolution of an actual 
family of surfaces in M, but nevertheless they are capable of generating at least as many N, n, 
and C vertices within an s-edge e of ‘So as an (actual) diagram with fully general indices. 
Within the world of formal diagrams it makes perfect sense to delay all emissions from the 
ends but two, one from N’ and one from N’, until the first cusp collision has occurred. This 
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only reorders events and does not effect the ultimate production of N, n, and C labels. After 
this collision, e has broken into a maximum of 4 intervals, as shown in Fig. 12. The n labels, 
if they occur, result from (LO), (0,O) -+ (1, - l), (0,l) index transitions. Readers who have 
seen an earlier edition of this paper will recognize this transition as the “glue explosion,” 
whose topological model was shown in Fig. 10. 
In Fig. 11 (a) we have explicitly split the beginning of the history in Fig. 9 to avoid indices 
other than (1, 0), (0,l) and (1, - 1). In general, one should regard the horizontal coordinate 
of a formal diagram as continuous so that there is no shortage of “room” to make the 
necessary splittings. The continuous formal diagram becomes as shown in Fig. 11(b). 
Because the n labeled components meet dM in annuli, they cannot (Lemma 2.7) emit 
cusps and in this sense are impotent. One may prove recursively, that the maximum 
generation of symbols n and N for a fixed depth B or number of traversals of the interval e, is 
given by I followed iteratively by B - 1 applications of II on all available NnN s-edge pairs. 
That is, an NN s-edge first yields two NnN pairs and thereafter each of these yields three 
NnN pairs. 
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N n NnNnN 
(or the mirror image) 
Initial Nn and nn pairs are much more abundant than NN pairs in g0 (from Euler 
characteristic onsiderations), and these yield fewer descendants. However, this is one of the 
favorable effects we have chosen to ignore. By the above, the total number # (N,nl of linear 
segments of %,,, between the symbols from the set {N, n} is bounded in terms of the bound 
c0 on number of edges in 3, and the number of &compressions, B = 2b - 1, possible per 
surface: 
# {N,“) < 4co3B-‘. (2.5) 
This bound is almost, but not quite, a bound on the number of super-edges in 9,. Observe 
that at (and only at) the final depth = B, the collision producing the last N is not optimal. 
(See the peak of the “roof” in the space-time diagram in the lower right of Fig. 12) Just 
before the final N is formed there will be a pair of cusps about to collide. At this moment he 
interval is divided into 7 rather than 6 s-edges. The last collision is of no use in producing 
further divisions, since the bound B on depth has been reached. Thus, under the assumption 
of no &parallel surfaces in {Fi}, to which we have reduced the problem, we have 
k-edges of !!l.y, < +03V (2.6) 
By making the analysis of the evolution from the labeled graphs ‘Z?,,, . .. , Y, edgewise in 
the fixed graph 9,,, we have been working in the “pull back” or pre-image, undoing the 
identification produced by distinct gluings. This may result in the r.h.s. of eq. (2.6) overes- 
timating #s-edges of %, (by up to a factor of B), but we are nevertheless content with this 
estimate: 
#ordinary edges 9, $ #ordinary edges grn = card { Fi}. (2.7) 
Combining the first sentence of Section 2, eqs (2.6),(2.7) and Lemma 2.3, whenever 
card{F,) > ~c03B-1 + 51x(M) - SJ + T + K + S + P + bf2:= c (2.8) 
there are fewer super-edges in Y, than ordinary edges. In this case the equivalence relation 
in %m which defines the super-edges i  nontrivial, so P-labeled vertices must exist in g,,,. 
Thus, c satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1. 
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